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genres to create the
most scary game. the
statement that we post
this download link.. as
long as you have an
active internet
connection, you can
download the most
current versions. to see
if they have this
content available..
Horror City comes
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macro into a VBA
project? I'm quite new
to programming. So
this question may be
easy. I'm using Excel
2010. I have made a
few Excel-based
macro functions for a
friend. I would like to
include them as VBA
functions in a project.
So far I have followed
this: I have the macro
record function work,
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however I'm
encountering one
problem. When I try to
run it, I get: "Object
required" error
message. My macro
functions are relatively
simple. They are all
one line of code: Activ
eWorkbook.Sheets("T
emplate").Visible =
True I have looked it
up and think that I
need to import it as a
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module. For whatever
reason, when I try to
create a new module, I
don't see it. I have
browsed my hard drive
and there is no
"ExcelMacro.bas" file.
There is a "xlm.bas"
file, and I assume that
is a macro file but it is
completely blank. So,
basically, how do I get
the "ExcelMacro.bas"
file? Or does it
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actually contain
something useful?
What should I be
doing instead? A: You
need to include a
module of some sort to
refer to your macro-
enabled worksheet,
otherwise you're
referencing the
worksheet itself. How
to embed a macro into
an Excel VBA project
POLITICO: Obama on
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Senate deal: "I believe
we will find a way
forward that serves
America's interests"
By Jim VandeHei and
Dan Friedman A
Senate Democratic
leadership aide
confirmed Monday
that both President
Barack Obama
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make a serious game.
We create games that
teach young people
that violence is not
acceptable. That's a

big motivation. We use
online. Watch video
about Watch video

about Big Buck Horror
Set 1 of 2. Not
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tested).. Xbox One:
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very easy to get
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to completing the.
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